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News 2018 digest:

How will migrant parents find their children?
There is a way for migrant parents who were separated from their kids by the U.S. government to locate
them, but it's complicated.

Melania Trump visits border amid crisis over separated families
The Trump administration has still not made clear how they intend to reunite families already separated.

Is there a surge of fake families at the border? Experts cast doubts
DHS pointed to a surge of minors who have been "used and trafficked by unrelated adults in an effort to
avoid detention." Not exactly, experts say.

Charles Krauthammer, columnist and prominent conservative voice, dies
"I leave this life with no regrets," Krauthammer wrote recently in The Washington Post.

All the ways Trump's border crackdown could still be challenged in court
What has gotten lost amid the vitriolic immigration rhetoric are the legal rights of the noncitizens who
have reached American soil.

DOJ asks court for right to detain migrant families for long periods
Without action, the government must either separate the child from the parents or release the family
members while they wait for their immigration hearing.

SCOTUS ruling on internet sales taxes means consumers will pay billions more
The justices broke with 50 years' worth of legal rulings that barred the states from imposing sales taxes
on most of the purchases their residents make from out-of-state retailers.

Melania Trump's 'I really don't care' jacket sets off social media firestorm
First lady Melania Trump wore a jacket with the phrase "I really don't care, do u?" scrawled across the
back to board her flight to Texas.
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